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This guide is based on the results of a 
pilot programme conducted between June
and October 2003 by the DfES working in
partnership with The Museums, Libraries
and Archives Council (MLA) and further
supported by the Department for Culture,
Media and Sport (DCMS). 
Four organisations were chosen to 
represent a broad cross-section of the
cultural industry in terms of scale, funding
channels, content coverage and experience
of creating schools resources. These were
Cheltenham Art Gallery and Museum,
Shrewsbury Museums Service, the Royal
Shakespeare Company and the British
Museum. We are grateful to all for 
their participation.
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So you've decided to become a Curriculum
Online supplier - congratulations and 
thank you!
We are delighted that you are keen to share
your treasures with the nation's classrooms 
in this very practical way. We firmly believe 
that such collaborations between schools
and cultural organisations will richly 
benefit all parties. 
This guide is aimed at those cultural
organisations which, having decided to 
become a Curriculum Online supplier, have
already begun the preliminary process of
registering, agreeing contracts and so on. If
you have yet to begin this phase, however,
you'll find plenty of information and advice
to help in our companion guide, Getting
Involved in Curriculum Online: practical
steps for cultural organisations
(see page 34 for details). 
Introduction
This guide looks at the practicalities of
reviewing, adapting and/or creating 
content for Curriculum Online. 
It includes: 
• An introduction to 'learning resources', 
intended to help you determine how 
much of your own content is suitable for 
Curriculum Online. This information is 
supported by real examples from the 
organisations which participated in the 
Curriculum Online Cultural Pilots 
Programme (see panel). 
• An overview of the cataloguing system 
used by Curriculum Online.
• Guidance on real-life scenarios, with key 
points to consider when creating learning
resources for schools. 
• Guidance on selecting, adapting and 
creating content for use within schools. 
• Sources of additional guidance 
and support. 
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1. What is a learning resource?
A learning resource is designed to support
teaching and learning in the classroom. 
It might be for use by a teacher, a pupil or 
a group. It may be designed for use in the
classroom, or for research, or as an aid to
lesson planning. Usually such resources
have one or more specific objectives - for
instance, to impart a particular learning
point or to build particular skills. 
Teachers have different needs and teaching
styles; pupils have different abilities and
learn in different ways. Variety and diversity
is the key!
Here are some examples from the pilot
programme to give you some more ideas...
Shrewsbury Museums Service - Darwin Country
The Geography Key Stage 3 learning resource from Shrewsbury Museums Service’s Darwin
Country website. This page is aimed at teachers and shows the geography curriculum with
some ideas for how the Darwin Country collection can be used in teaching. This makes the
resource much easier for a teacher to pick up.
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Shrewsbury Museums Service - Darwin Country
This is one of the features of the Geography resource, an interactive map which allows
users to access information about local places and add objects relating to them. This adds
context to a collection and makes it easier for a teacher or pupil to use.
Shrewsbury Museums Service - Darwin Country
This page shows an individual item from the collection. It wouldn’t be suitable on its own
for use on Curriculum Online as it doesn't contain context specifically created to support
learning. It could, however, work well as part of a larger resource.
www.curriculumonline.gov.uk/culture4
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RSC - Pictures and Exhibitions 
This is the Shakespeare and Race learning resource from the RSC Pictures and 
Exhibitions website. The resource contains information on relevant characters, and allows
users to access information from the collection using a timeline. 
RSC - Pictures and Exhibitions 
This is a good example of how cultural content can be tailored to the wider curriculum.
Although much of the RSC’s content would be best suited to teaching English and Drama,
resources covering topics such as race could equally well be used within the Citizenship
curriculum, for instance.
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Cheltenham Art Gallery and Museum - ARTYfacts
The Pattern Archive is one of the learning resources from Cheltenham Art Gallery and
Museum’s ARTYfacts website. It provides information about key objects from 
the collection written at a level suitable for children to understand.
Cheltenham Art Gallery and Museum - ARTYfacts
This screen is a summary page of the ARTYfacts resources intended for teachers. The page
lists the Units from QCA’s Schemes of Work that are relevant for each resource. It also
provides general guidance on how the ARTYfacts site can be used to support teaching. 
www.curriculumonline.gov.uk/culture6
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British Museum - Children's COMPASS and Ancient Civilizations
This learning resource from the British Museum’s Children’s COMPASS website looks at
Anglo-Saxons. It offers 14 pages in this style, together with activities for pupils such as a
Flash quiz, and a ‘Links for Teachers’ page explaining how the resource can best be used to
support teaching and learning. 
7Preparing your content for Curriculum Online
British Museum - Children's COMPASS and Ancient Civilizations
Our final example is Gods & Goddesses from the British Museum’s Ancient Civilisations
website. This learning resource includes an animated story, an Explore page that provides
access to a collection of related artefacts, a Challenge game, and a link to a Staff Room
with information for teachers.
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collections management, library or
archiving systems. It is the data that
makes for meaningful classifications. 
In online circles, the process of creating
metadata records is often referred to as
'metadata tagging', or simply 'tagging'.
To help you with this tagging process, a
desktop application, the Curriculum
Online Tagging Tool, is available at
www.curriculumonline.gov.uk/Supplier
Centre/taggingtool.htm
It is free to use.
2. Creating and managing catalogue records
What is 'metadata' and 'metadata tagging'?
Every learning resource that is presented on
Curriculum Online must have a catalogue
record that describes it. 
The catalogue records are created using
metadata. Simply put, metadata is 'data
about something else', in this case a
resource on your website. Even if 
you're not familiar with the term, you
almost certainly already use metadata
within your own organisation as part of
This is the home page of the Curriculum Online website. Teachers can search for resources
in a number of ways: by subject, size of resource or supplier, for instance. They can also
target their searching for resources within a specific area, such as whiteboard resources,
SEN, Early Years, free resources or whole-school use. 
How is metadata used within Curriculum Online?
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This is the Curriculum Online homepage for History. Users have the option of searching
or browsing for resources. Search results can be filtered by Key Stage, school year and the
scale or type of resource. Users can browse for resources via the Programme of Study,
Schemes of Work or a List of Topics. Browsing by Schemes of Work shows the units that
are covered within a key stage. Here we are looking at History Key Stage 2.
Now we’re looking inside Unit 6A. There are 17 resources which cover the whole unit. 
The matching is based on the metadata records you provide about your resources.
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This is the search results page. There are five resources that cover this topic.
The information shown here is taken directly from the metadata records you provide.
Users can sort the results into ‘free’ or ‘priced’ resources if they wish.
The unit contains five smaller topics. The numbers in brackets indicate the number of
resources in the database that match each topic. 
www.curriculumonline.gov.uk/culture10
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This is the full product information page. From here teaching professionals can access:
• independent evaluations* of the resource  • educational information about the resource
• reviews posted by other teachers*  •  technical information for the school’s ICT co-ordinator
Again, all the information here is taken directly from your metadata records.
* If available
Here is the actual resource as presented on the supplier’s own website.
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So who should do the tagging?
It is sometimes wrongly assumed that tagging
has to be done by a 'technical' person.
The tagging tool has been designed to be
used by anyone with basic IT skills. If you're
already familiar with cataloguing and
recording your collections, you will have 
no difficulty in using the tagging tool. And
help is always at hand should you need it.
Actually, in most cases the tagging process
would be better carried out by staff with
education or documentation experience.
Whoever takes on responsibility for tagging
should have an understanding of the
subject matter of the resources, as well as 
a working knowledge of the National
Curriculum subjects that your content
covers, in order to ensure that the resource
is given accurate educational context.
Working together as a team will make 
the job even easier.
The tagger must be aware of the 
following criteria, which are essential for
educational relevance:
• Which subject(s) is the content 
relevant for?
• Which Key Stage (an age range of pupils)
is the information targeted at? 
• What content is covered within these 
subjects at the appropriate Key Stages? 
It would also be useful to have an
understanding of the National Curriculum
Programme of Study, which defines what
must be taught in each subject, and the
Qualifications and Curriculum Authority
(QCA) Schemes of Work, which provide 
a framework of teaching units for 
each subject. 
The National Curriculum Programme of
Study is used in all schools in England and,
whilst the majority of schools use the QCA
Schemes of Work as a starting point for
lesson planning, some teachers, schools 
and Local Education Authorities will have their
own variations of the Schemes of Work. The
topics covered are likely to be very similar, but
the way that the topics are structured into
lessons and taught may differ, so they should
not be seen as being written in stone.
To find out more about these areas, we
recommend that you visit the National
Curriculum online website at www.nc.uk.net
and/or the Schemes of Work website at 
www.standards.dfes.gov.uk/schemes3/
Where do I Start?
The quickest, easiest way to learn about
tagging is to download the Tagging Tool 
and try it out. It's available from the It's
available from the Supplier Centre at
www.curriculumonline.gov.uk/SupplierCentre/
taggingtool.htm.You don't have to be
registered to do this, so if you wish you can try
the tool out before deciding whether to
become a supplier. At first glance it may look
slightly confusing, but help is at hand:
• The Tagging Tool has a built-in Help system 
explaining what information is required in 
each field.
• If you'd rather read a printed document, 
there’s a comprehensive guide to metadata 
tagging available for download from the 
Supplier Centre at 
www.curriculumonline.gov.uk/
SupplierCentre/Metadataguides.htm
• The DfES also provides email and telephone 
advisory services to help answer your 
tagging queries. See page 34 for details.
As soon as you have filled in a registration
form to become a supplier, you will be sent 
a username and password. This will allow 
you to create metadata records and send 
them to Curriculum Online to see what they
will look like to teachers. However, they won't
be visible on the public website until the
registration process is complete and you have
agreed a contract. 
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Curriculum Online Tagging Tool
The tagging tool is designed to be used by anyone with basic IT skills. If you are familiar with
using databases, you should find it straightforward. But help and support is provided, including
on-screen. Most fields have an explanation of the kind of information required. 
Tagging: FAQs
Is the metadata used on Curriculum Online based on a recognised standard?
Yes. It is based on the IEEE - Learning Object Metadata Standard (IEEE-LOM), which is widely
used in the education and training communities in the UK and abroad.
Why doesn't Curriculum Online use Dublin Core metadata (as used in the NOF-digitise Programme)?
The IEEE-LOM scheme goes beyond the information covered in the Dublin Core. It is much
better suited to the needs of Curriculum Online, and has already been widely used in the
educational publishing and schools software industry. 
We have thousands of metadata records in MARC, EAD, Spectrum or Dublin Core. 
Do we have to convert these to use Curriculum Online metadata?
No. Your existing records most likely describe individual assets such as artefacts from your
collection. We are asking for metadata records that describe learning resources, for which
the number of records you have to manage is likely to be much lower.
Why do we have to send copies of our metadata records to Curriculum Online? 
Couldn't you collect them using a metadata harvester, or query our site using Z39.50?
There are two reasons. First, we need to enable the metadata records you provide to be
validated to ensure that they contain all the necessary information. Second, to compile a
central record of all the resources that have ever appeared on Curriculum Online.
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Tagging: FAQs
The vocabularies you use aren't very specific - is there any way of providing 
additional detail?
The subject vocabularies for Curriculum Online were developed by subject experts, 
working closely with teachers, and cover the entire range of content areas from the 
National Curriculum. 
It would be fair to say that some of the vocabularies do not go into nearly as much detail as the
cultural sector would like. For example, there is only one tag for 'Shakespeare and his plays',
which surely cannot do justice to the depth of content that an institution such as the Royal
Shakespeare Company could offer. Similarly there is just a single tag for 'Ancient Egypt' which
would seem somewhat inadequate for describing the British Museum's content in this area.
You can, however, provide additional classification about your content using free text fields such as
General Keywords and Description, both of which are picked up in free-text searches of the website. 
Is there any way of indicating that a resource is relevant to a specific geographical area or place?
There is no standard way of doing this at present. We suggest that you use the free-text
fields such as Description or Coverage, which is intended for describing the location or
period that the resource covers.
Will the Curriculum Online records we'll create have other useful applications?
Curriculum Online is being developed as a search service which will be integrated with other
major educational websites. This means that you create one set of records - and see them
displayed on several key websites: the Curriculum Online website itself, QCA's NC Online
website, and the Teachernet website (from mid-2004).
In addition, Local Education Authorities, Regional Broadband Consortia and major software
houses are beginning to use Curriculum Online metadata within their own services and
products. If you provide content to organisations such as these you may be able to use your
Curriculum Online metadata records for this purpose as well.
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3. Designing content to suit real teaching
and learning scenarios
When it comes to preparing content for use
by teachers, there can be no 'one size fits
all' solution. An individual teacher's content
needs and objectives can vary considerably
from day to day; an awareness of these
differing scenarios is crucial. For example, 
a teacher may be looking for content for:
• classroom use
• lesson planning
• supporting a visit
• home study/research
Each of these scenarios requires content
with different characteristics. An online
exercise intended for teachers to give out as
homework will need to be designed for
individual learning, for instance, whereas an
activity designed for use in the classroom
would be better tailored for whole class or
group teaching.
What type of content is suitable?
Deciding on the type of resource to tag is
still very important. 
Simply sending a teacher to the 
homepage of a large collection of images,
for instance, does not provide much more
benefit than if they had found the site
through a conventional search engine. 
On the other hand, tagging thousands of
individual images from a collection without
providing any educational context would
be equally inappropriate. It would be better
to provide metadata records that describe
individual topics, or pathways through 
a website.
Primary school resources - 
points to consider
• The average computer to pupil ratio 
is 1:8.
• Most primary schools now have an ICT 
suite, which pupils have access to for 
one to two hours per week. These suites 
are often used for learning new 
ICT skills.
• Many schools also have one or two 
computers in each classroom, which are 
used for project work and presentation 
of ICT skills.
• When designing learning activities, bear 
in mind that ICT is taught by a general 
primary school teacher, which allows for 
topic continuity. Try to cover at least one 
main subject and at least one ICT skill 
each time.
• Lessons are usually taught in a one-hour 
format, and broken down into a range of
smaller activities. The ideal would be 15-
20 minutes. The intended usage 
should be clearly labelled eg individual, 
pairs, groups, whole class. 
Secondary school resources -  
points to consider
• The average computer to pupil ratio 
is 1:5.
• Many secondary schools have a 
dedicated ICT suite for each department. 
These are often used as a resource for 
learning with one or two pupils at a 
computer. The Internet is used to 
develop research and information 
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handling skills, as well as 
extended projects.
• Interactive whiteboards are becoming 
increasingly common as an ICT tool for 
whole-class teaching. The DfES has 
announced a major drive to increase 
their use in schools. 
• ICT as a subject is taught by a dedicated 
teacher, but ICT activities should still be 
integrated into content across the 
curriculum. Teachers of all subjects are 
encouraged to find ways of using ICT in 
their teaching. 
• Again, make sure that the intended 
usage is clearly labelled eg individual, 
pairs, groups, whole class.
• Consider, too, the pacing of content. In 
secondary schools, pupils may be 
involved in individual learning or 
working in pairs (rather than being 
taken through activities by the teacher). 
The content should therefore be 
designed to suit an hour-long lesson for 
pupils of the intended age and ability, 
for instance. 
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4. Selecting, adapting and creating content 
As we've seen, context is a crucial
consideration when teachers are choosing
content to support their lessons. But just 
as important is the match between the
content of the resource and the subject 
or skill that is to be taught. 
The National Curriculum is very specific in
the targets it sets and the subjects it
includes. What this means is that there are
topics that may be well supported by your
organisation and designed to interest 
pupils directly, that just do not fit into the
curriculum, and are less likely to be used 
by teachers. Examples of this include
'dinosaurs', 'life in Georgian times', and
'ancient African culture'. Some teachers
might find creative ways of incorporating
materials on these topics, perhaps to
develop a particular skill, but by and 
large resources that cover topics such as
these are much less likely to be used in 
the classroom. 
Another example is ‘Romans’, which is
taught at Key Stage 2 (ages 7-11) but not
Key Stage 4 (ages 14-16). It is unlikely that
teachers will be looking for resources at 
this level.
It is therefore important to be familiar 
with the outline and structure of the
Curriculum in general - and individual
subjects in particular - so that you have a
clearer picture of how teachers might 
be able to use the information or 
resources you are presenting to them. 
If you do not have an education specialist
on your own staff then the best way is to
ask teachers in your area. You can also 
see the National Curriculum online at
www.nc.uk.net.
A crucial concern for teachers is the amount
of information. Very often they simply
won't have the time to explore the smallest
levels of difference between, say, Roman
glass vessels made in 500 BC and those
made elsewhere in the Roman Empire in
300 AD. At the primary school level where a
topic on the Romans might be taught, it 
will be enough for children to know that
the Romans worked with glass and then to
view some examples. This may not
necessarily fit well with some of the
approaches and detailed information you
have about the objects and resources in
your online collection. 
In adapting or creating content for teachers,
some of the questions you will want to
consider include:
Q: How will the resource be used? 
As a resource to help teachers making 
their own teaching materials? As a resource
presented at the beginning of the lesson on
an interactive whiteboard, for discussion?
At the end of a lesson in a plenary session?
Used by the pupils in a computer suite?
Used by pupils for individual research 
or investigation?
Q: What sort of materials would be useful? 
Picture resources for many topics are
difficult for teachers to find, and this is
precisely the sort of area where they may
look to your site to help. Detailed
information can support pupils' research on
a particular topic - Egyptian jewellery, for
instance - which they would struggle to 
find out enough about in a book or 
school library. 
Q: What is the impact of the 'local'
component?
Many of the collections in the cultural
sector are particularly relevant to the local
area on which they focus. These resources
can be very useful for supporting a museum
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Shrewsbury Museums Service - Darwin Country
Screenshot taken from the Darwin Country website - these images are pulled together in 
a page themed around “Castles”.
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visit, or for other use by teachers in your
area. It can really bring a subject to life if
pupils are able to relate topics to their own
surroundings - for example, learning how
their ancestors used to live in their home
town or a nearby city.
The Darwin Country website run by
Shrewsbury Museum Service, for example,
offers resources of particular interest to
schools in the local area as well as resources
that are of more widespread interest.
Images from a locality have been themed
and linked together (see below). Users can
tick a box by any item to add it to their 
own private collection, then refine this
collection for further research.
Q: Is the content suitable for pupils' likely
reading age?
Reading age is another key issue to consider
when creating themed resources in this way.
Text that is rich in formal or technical
language is very difficult for children to
access, especially those at Key Stage 2 
(ages 7 to 11). Where it's possible to present
objects and text specifically for pupils, the
issue of language needs to be addressed. 
In some cases, this may require the creation 
of alternative text for those with lower
reading ages. This is the single most
challenging issue that stands in the way of
pupils becoming independent learners. 
The following principles will help when 
you come to create content for younger
readers. They can also be taken as good
practice for creating on-screen information
generally too: 
• Make sure sentences are simply 
structured. Avoid complex sentences 
with clauses and multiple phrases.
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Example:
Lear's daughters - 
Complex structure:
Lear's varying reactions to his three 
daughters' behaviour - Goneril, Regan and
Cordelia - trigger the movement of the play
and the development of his madness, with
his initial decision to divide his kingdom
driving two of his daughters to become
even greedier and more manipulative, and
Cordelia's refusal to flatter her father's ego,
the catalyst for his descent into delirium. 
Simple structure:
King Lear's three daughters are Goneril, 
Regan and Cordelia. His reactions to their 
behaviour trigger both the movement of 
the play and the development of his 
madness. For instance, his initial decision 
to divide his kingdom drives Goneril and 
Regan to become even greedier and 
more manipulative. Cordelia's refusal to 
flatter her father's ego, meanwhile, is the 
catalyst for his descent into delirium.
• Use the active rather than the passive 
voice wherever possible, as this makes 
text much easier to interpret. 
Example:
Passive:
Three key learning points about 
Shakespeare's England are demonstrated 
on this CD-ROM...
Active:
This CD-ROM demonstrates three key learning
points about Shakespeare's England...
• Use simple headings to break up text 
and make it easier to read. Care should 
be taken to choose headings that reflect 
the nature of the material the children 
are reading. Headings can make the text 
more sensational, or fun, and so it's 
important to recognise their emotive 
content and use them appropriately. 
• Using a highlighted font - bold or italic 
for example - to identify key names, 
places or technical terms can help 
children to scan through the text and 
identify the elements of the information 
they are looking for. This may be 
particularly important with people and 
dates, titles of literary works, or names 
of places. 
• Factual information is often best handled
by making the first sentence read like a 
definition, with following sentences 
adding detail. Younger children will be 
able to assimilate the main point and 
then, on reading further, will be able to 
add detail to their initial understanding. 
Example:
The Roman Senate -
The Senate was the ancient Roman 
equivalent of our Houses of Parliament. 
It was the Empire's central meeting-place,
where leading public figures who had 
been elected senator could gather to 
discuss the issues of the day. The senate 
was divided into three sections... 
Of course, it's not just how text is written 
but how it's presented too. Looking at the
following two examples of an information-
rich website presentation, for example, the
second is clearly easier to read for school use. 
Careful attention to line length can also
make text more approachable for younger
readers. Research suggests that a span of
ten words across a line gives optimum
readability. Whilst this is not always readily
handled in web pages and browsers, any
attempt to create a layout that uses a line
length of approximately ten words will
immediately improve its readability for the
younger audience.
For more information about initiatives 
and guidelines promoting accessibility, see
page 36. 
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The first passage of text is taken from the Darwin Country website, the second from the
British Museum Children’s Compass. The use of vocabulary and sentence structure is
important. Whilst the Darwin Country site is targeted at lifelong learning, the text shown
from the Children’s Compass site is aimed at 7-11 year olds, so the language used is
necessarily simpler.
British Museum - Children's COMPASS and Ancient Civilizations
Screenshot taken from the British Museum Children’s Compass.
Shrewsbury Museums Service - Darwin Country
Screenshot taken from the Darwin Country Site. 
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Using existing content
If your website has resources that closely
match the needs of the curriculum already,
all that may be needed to support teachers
appropriately is to present materials in
ways that make them easier to use,
perhaps through the use of keywords. 
This might mean adding a link to the
homepage to make teachers immediately
aware that they can access resources
designed just for them. 
Labelling schools content
The RSC site, for example, has many
elements that would be of direct relevance
to the curriculum. The exhibition of
materials exploring Shakespeare and Race
is highly suitable, say, but you will need to
know that it can be found in the Beyond
the Stage section, which might not be an
immediate search point for teachers.
Simply changing the title to make that
link more apparent could directly benefit
teachers. In the area of history, many of
the topics that are studied are clearly
defined in the National Curriculum, 
so matching those titles will directly 
help teachers. 
Another way to direct teachers to
immediately appropriate material might
be to provide a link page which discusses
the facilities that the museum offers to
teachers, and also links to resources that
might be of direct relevance to them.
RSC - Pictures and Exhibitions 
Screenshot taken from the RSC Pictures and Exhibitions website - the home page is shown
with links to popular topics.
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Cheltenham Art Gallery and Museum - ARTYfacts
Screenshot taken from Cheltenham Art Gallery’s ARTYfacts website. This page 
provides notes aimed at teachers explaining the services and content which they will find
most useful. 
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Classroom activities that make use of
databases of resources 
Many sites in the cultural sector already
have 'databases' of resources. These might
be catalogues of images, documents, data
on rocks, machines and so on. As long as
these can be searched in some way, either
using words (usually the best route in) or
else scanning through visual items, these
can present a rich resource for classroom
use. The searches suggested in a screen like 
this one (see page 23) could link directly to
Egyptian images, invaders and settlers 
and more. 
One teaching approach here might be to
ask children to choose their favourite object
of a particular type, find an object created
in a particular historic period or geographic
location, identify an object that has certain
characteristics, or is made of a particular
substance etc. In each case, the teacher 
will be able to build up an activity in which
every member of the group or class can 
find a different subject to write about 
and research. The whole class can then
contribute information to the activity as 
a whole. This might lead to a class book
about famous Victorians, about Impressionist
painters, rocks found in South America,
nutritional values of a mixture of foods and
so on. Each child has had the opportunity to
research, to compile information and to
contribute to the group outcome.
Alternatively, individual children could look
at a database of information and collect data
to collate in a table. This helps children to
understand that they might need to know
the same information about a variety of
objects - and perhaps find that one single
database does not offer all the answers! 
This task is often undertaken about famous
people - dates, where they were born, where
they worked, their achievements and so on -
and often follows on from activities about
themselves. Part of the learning is about
identifying the sorts of questions that 
might be answered by researching such
historical databases. 
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Cheltenham Art Gallery and Museum - ARTYfacts
Screenshot taken from the Cheltenham Art Gallery & Museum website. The page provides
access to a number of topic-based searches, and makes searching suggestions for users. 
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Whilst comprehensive data might be an ideal
situation to aspire to, gaps will not necessarily
render the exercise useless, though the
relevance and accessibility of information will
be crucial. Any information that could be
provided to suggest the sorts of information
searches that the database is designed to
support would be welcomed by teachers
generally. A simple Word document would do.
If, however, you have created specific
activities for teachers or pupils that make
use of a database of resources, these should
be tagged as an 'Open Activity' instead.
Adapting or repurposing content
Putting together linked or themed resources
In many cases, the resources that are
already available on your website may have
the content, the pictures, the diagrams as
well as the information that would be
appropriate for the school context. What
may be missing is some way of linking those
resources together that matches the likely
curriculum interests and needs of teachers
and children.
This can be seen on the British Museum's
Compass site, for instance. Here the 'adult'
version of the site presents an eclectic mix of
objects and subjects for its tours, ranging from
Agatha Christie & Archaeology to Chinese Jade. 
When visiting the Children's Compass site,
meanwhile, tours are more closely aligned to
school priorities - Ancient Egypt, Anglo-
Saxons and Ancient Greece, as well as Toys
and Games. This provides a relevance that
teachers can immediately draw on. 
How to tag databases of resources
In general, when you are tagging databases of resources you should mark them as 'Information
Resources'. This is done with the Learning Resource Type element of the Tagging Tool. 
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within your organisation needs to be filled. It
would be unrealistic to expect teachers, who
are under substantial time pressure already,
to fulfil this role. In some cases the issue can 
be addressed using text and reference books,
but a great way to generate excitement in
teaching and learning is to tell some of the
'personal stories' beyond some of the objects
in your collection. 
Teachers need to know enough about those
objects that have a story attached to them -
about the original owner, or about how the
object was found, for instance - in order to
pass that enthusiasm on to their pupils. 
Sometimes teachers might want to present
an object to the class and discuss what it was
used for, who made it, when and so on. This
echoes some of the most enlivening learning
that can happen when anyone engages with
the cultural context, where the object itself
can impress and excite. The full glory of the
object can only be represented with images
on the website, but if the teacher can be
given enough of the background to allow
them to let the story unfold, based on
classroom discussion and hypothesising, then
the active engagement of the learner can be
considerable, and will be greatly valued.
The best way to find out about teachers' specific
requirements is to talk to teachers in your area.
Essentially, they need the information they use
to be given a learning context. They need
ideas for activities so that when they are
visiting, they can provide a structured journey
for their pupils through your collection. 
This principle holds for visits to your online
collection from a school's ICT suite just as
much as it does for real-world visits. The best
way to get these ideas is to talk to teachers
and get feedback from those who are using
your resources about how the activities could
be improved.
Clearly it is not possible to provide this 
level of detailed information about all the
objects in the database or collection, but for
a judicious choice of items this can be a 
rich resource that teachers will find
In fact, the British Museum Compass site 
has gone further and created a set of
additional teacher resources, including
classroom activity ideas, which will provide
teachers with a welcome starting-point
when planning lessons. But the initial 
value, of course, lies in the school-friendly
organisation of the tours themselves.
A further benefit of your familiarity with your
own collection is an ability to choose objects
that link together well or explore a similar
theme. Such knowledge generally stems from
considerable experience within the collection.
Sourcing images that work well together or
that reflect different treatments of the 
same theme will seriously reduce teachers'
researching time, and significantly boost 
their perception of your site's value. 
Take, for example, the page from the RSC 
site about Shakespearean women. It shows
a wide range of images of Katherine as
portrayed in different stagings of The Taming
of the Shrew. Of course, this is a useful
collection on which to base a discussion about
textual interpretation. But the discussion
can be drawn wider by looking at the
women from King Lear and at different
productions of that play. Whilst it would be
possible for a teacher to make this selection,
its ready availability on the published website
saves time and is of direct value to schools.
Adding a teacher's reference page
Consider, too, the level of knowledge that 
a teacher might be expected to have of a
given theme. 
Primary school teachers in particular are
expected to be generalists and know
something about everything, from forces
and electricity to photosynthesis to
digestion in science; from the process of
erosion to the development of cities in
geography; from the Ancient Egyptians 
and Greeks to the Tudors in History! The
gap between their generalist knowledge
and the specialists that are supported 
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RSC - Pictures and Exhibitions 
Screenshot taken from the RSC Pictures and Exhibitions website. This page invites questions
not only about comparison between the sisters themselves, but also wider questions about
Shakespeare’s treatment of women in his plays.
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RSC - Pictures and Exhibitions 
Screenshot taken from the RSC Pictures and Exhibitions website. This page details a key
character from The Taming of the Shrew, and asks questions about how the role has been
interpreted over the years.
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immensely beneficial. However, be 
selective. Remember, teachers want variety
and diversity. For example, a small collection
of radically different arrowheads from
throughout the ages would be far more
useful than a collection of thousands of
similar flint arrowheads.
Ensuring resources are fit for purpose
Obviously, a photographic representation of
an object lacks many of the characteristics
of the real object. These are some of the
questions that you need to consider in
ensuring that teachers can use the images
effectively in class.
Is it clear how big the object is? 
Size definitely matters when it comes to
exploring a resource in detail. Information
about an object's size will contribute
significantly to pupils' understanding. 
For example, one of the reasons that the
miniature is such a remarkable art form
arises from the tension between its size 
and its sophistication of design. 
Can you view the object in enough detail? 
Many objects - the brush strokes on a Van
Gogh painting, the detail of a Greek vase -
benefit from detailed analysis. But if detail
is to be discussed, you need to make sure
that the image you're considering using 
has been created at a high enough
resolution to support full-screen viewing.
This is particularly applicable when teaching
with the increasingly popular interactive
whiteboard. These devices are a cross
between a projector and a conventional
whiteboard and allow the teacher to make
effective use of multimedia resources in 
the classroom.
Make sure, too, that the image you present
offers the evidence that you are suggesting
pupils should be looking for. 
British Museum - Children's COMPASS and Ancient Civilizations
Screenshot taken from the British Museum Children’s Compass website. Image of a 17th
Century turret clock.
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For example, the image of a clock has an
accompanying question suggesting that
children comment on the nearest hour
shown on the dial. Though the idea is a
perfectly appropriate one, it would seem
quite a difficult task to perform given the
relatively low resolution of the image.
Creating new content
If you are able to create new content to
directly support teaching, then you have a
real opportunity to bring exciting resources
to the educational world. Using the
resources of your education officer or an
experienced teacher from your area can
help you ensure that the materials you
create are appropriate to their intended
context. Your LEA may also have
educational advisors who could offer 
you guidance. 
When looking at creating new content, 
ask yourself these questions: 
What special resources can you offer
teachers that they might not be able to 
find elsewhere? 
These might be significant objects in their
own right. You might have an extensive
collection of objects which by their very
richness present new educational
opportunities. For example, most books
offer a single illustration of a Tudor comb,
or piece of knitwear, or coin. 
If, however, you can present a range 
of these items, it makes different
investigations possible at school level 
and provides the basis for class or group
discussion. Pupils can assess a range of
objects, work out which might have been
the most expensive or ornate and so have
been an overt sign of wealth or prestige,
and compare them with contemporary
examples of their own.
Can you support teachers by providing
lesson ideas? 
Lesson ideas don’t have to be presented in
any special lesson plan format to be useful.
Background information about your
featured objects will help teachers to use
them creatively in their classroom.
Suggestions for extension activities that
teachers can set aside for the brightest
pupils are especially valuable, as is a
consideration of the reading level of the
target age group. 
Can you directly link your resource to 
the teaching curriculum? 
If you are creating new resources, it is
extremely helpful to supply a reference,
such as the teaching requirement reference
number from the National Curriculum
Programme of Study, or the unit number
from QCA’s Schemes of Work. This will 
allow teachers to identify exactly where 
you believe the resources on offer fit best 
within the curriculum. 
You don’t need to create a special
worksheet for teachers to use to present to
their pupils. Sometimes the most valuable
way to support teachers is to provide
suggestions, questions and issues that
teachers can explore and use to stimulate
pupils’ thinking.
Are you aware of the cost of building 
in interactivity? 
Interactivity can require a significant
budget. You need to consider carefully
where this interactivity is of most value.
Remember also that it may be possible to
find freely available tools for creating
simple activities and games.
Some of the easier activities to create 
online include jigsaw presentations of
images. Our two examples show different
models of that activity. 
Consider the balance between contextualising
a game and making it reusable. The William
Morris tile game links directly to the topic at
hand, for instance, which makes it more
engaging but less reusable. On the other
hand, the jigsaw model is more generic and
could be used in many places within a
website simply by varying the image. 
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Cheltenham Art Gallery and Museum - ARTYfacts
Screenshot taken from the Cheltenham Art Gallery ARTYfacts website. This game uses
William Morris designs to demonstrate patterns and symmetery.
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British Museum - Children's COMPASS and Ancient Civilizations
Screenshot taken from the British Museum Children’s Compass website. This page explains the
learning objectives for the resource, and details which National Curriculum teaching
requirements the resource is relevant to. The Darwin Country website also opted to list
Programme of Study teaching requirements, while Cheltenham Art Gallery instead lists unit
numbers from QCA’s schemes of work - an equally valid means of providing educational context. 
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create. It’s not a matter of complex
programming so much as of creating links
between pages, with information being
slowly and gradually revealed. 
Critical in developing resources of this kind
is the need to consider what the teacher
might be doing during its use. Is this sort 
of resource to be created as the centre of 
a classroom discussion, or for children to
investigate on screen by themselves?
Whatever the answer, it is important to
create materials that either leave room for
the teacher to direct the conversation, or
alternatively provide all the clues that
children will need to solve the puzzle.
Have you considered ‘compare and
contrast’ exercises?
‘Compare and contrast’ is a process 
that suits many different objects and
teaching contexts. Rich/poor, elaborate
construction/simple construction, well
made/roughly made, big/small, old/new...
these are all basic examples of the sorts 
of comparisons that can be made between
British Museum - Children's COMPASS and Ancient Civilizations
Screenshot taken from the British Museum Children’s Compass website. This is a more
generic game which could be used to encourage pupils to study an image in detail. 
If you provide assessments, quizzes or
games, have you considered how the
teacher can gather results?
Quizzes and games can be a good way of
reinforcing a lesson’s learning objectives.
However, their use as online resources is
often compromised where there is no easy
way for the teacher to reliably gather the
results at the end of the lesson. This doesn’t
have to be achieved through complex
technology, however; it could be something
much simpler, like allowing pupils to print
out their mark sheet to give to the teacher.
How do you encapsulate good museum
experience? 
Some of the best teaching at museums 
and exhibitions happens when pupils are
challenged to hypothesise about what
happened, how something was created,
who owned it and so on. 
This generally depends on a gradual
delivery of key clues and information. It’s
the sort of investigation that works well on
screen, and is not necessarily expensive to
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the objects that may be presented to 
pupils. None of these comparisons is more
important than others, but all seek 
to engage pupils’ attention with the 
objects presented. 
The knowledge you bring to the 
collection available to you may enable 
you to present contrasts and comparisons
that teachers would not come up with
themselves. This can be extremely valuable
for teachers throughout the school and
across the curriculum.
British Museum - Children's COMPASS and Ancient Civilizations
Screenshot taken from the British Museum Ancient Civilizations’ website. This activity
allows pupils to compare a day in the life of a nobleman’s family with that of a 
farmer’s family.
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5. Thinking across the curriculum 
Traditional cultural content for use 
by schools tends to focus on history,
geography and art topics. However, there
are a number of other subject areas that
you might want to think about when
creating metadata or resources for
education. The use of cultural content to
support the wider curriculum can enliven
activities for all involved. The following
ideas are just a few examples of the
many, many possibilities available in 
all subjects. 
Maths
Whilst Maths is not an obvious subject 
for the cultural sector to support, we have
already seen examples where materials
could readily be used for demonstrating
mathematical concepts. For example, 
the tile game shown (page 28) might be
linked to Mathematics at Key Stage 2 
for tessellation.  
Pupils study the ‘golden ratio’ during their
maths lessons. Images of Greek buildings
that support this activity and enable
accurate measurement could therefore
directly support maths teaching.
Data collected from Census records can 
be graphed, turned into pie charts and
manipulated using a mixture of
mathematical and ICT skills, as well as
offering the opportunity for historical
interpretation. Extracts of data, or
opportunities to take the raw data and
export it into a spreadsheet, for example,
would be very supportive of this approach.
The presentation of information from
archive records might be used for 
teaching statistics.
Design and Technology 
Design and Technology requires evaluation
skills and an understanding of the concept
of fitness for purpose. Pupils are asked to
carry out this activity on objects they create,
but can develop these skills by looking at
objects others have created. Many of the
items in cultural collections would be useful
in this task, both the more specialised and
valuable items and those that reflect
everyday life. 
Pupils at a range of ages could be given
images of objects from collections by the
teacher and asked to suggest their purpose,
origin and means of production. This would
be best achieved from a site where that
information is available, and the teacher
can choose to reveal it gradually.
This type of activity often functions well
with items that have some resonance with
our daily life - for example, the sort of glass
bottle created in the 19th Century that
stored fizzy liquids by means of a ball in the
neck of the bottle. Children can readily
compare that solution to supply fizzy drinks
with the cans produced today. A discussion
of this type of object could lead to a variety
of conclusions - recycling, localised
production and distribution, manufacturing
and so on, creating a number of possible
learning outcomes. 
The graphics elements of the Design and
Technology curriculum can also be explored
using materials from the past. The changing
styles of advertising and product information,
the fonts and use of imagery, for instance - 
all these can be contrasted with today’s styles. 
Directing teachers to these opportunities
may very well encourage them to use your
collections in contexts that they would not
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have thought of doing before. It does 
mean, of course, that the images used 
to support such activities have to be of
sufficiently high resolution either for 
display through a digital projector,
interactive whiteboard or to be printed 
out and used by pupils individually. 
Religious Education 
RE is a subject to which many collections 
can make a significant contribution.
Paintings that illustrate religious stories,
items that are special to religious
observance, printed books and materials 
can all support classroom learning. 
It should be noted that the RE curriculum 
is not statutory. The ideas presented on 
the National Curriculum website are for
guidance only. So in preparing resources 
in this field, it’s a good idea to discuss the
approach taken in your local area by
teachers, who will have agreed a specific
syllabus. If you are publishing resources for
national use, however, the guidelines
available from the website are an
appropriate starting-point.
RE is taught at some levels by study of a
particular religion. Accessing resources which
present artifacts that have been classified as
relating to a specific religion can be of real
value. These resources could then be used 
to explore iconography, religious image, or
calligraphy, for example. Older pupils,
meanwhile, might look at the representation
of the idea of God, stories from scripture,
artifacts used in religious observance and 
so on, comparing and contrasting different
religions (and recognising that not all
religions allow images of God).
Resources that offer teachers a richness 
of visual material can make a valuable
contribution to the sort of individual
research and class discussion outlined 
earlier in the section on using database-
type material (see page 22). 
Citizenship
Multimedia resources can also offer
support to the subject of Citizenship. 
This subject has only recently been added
to the curriculum and is statutory at Key
Stages 3 and 4, with guidelines at Key
Stages 1 and 2. Resources could include
access to materials where issues of race,
conflict, government at different levels,
women's rights, etc. can be explored. 
This might include materials from the
Suffragette movement, slavery
documentation, regalia for local
government officials or images of 
items illustrating the way in which the
media coverage of specific issues has
altered over time.
This subject is rarely taught by specialist
teachers, so any background factual
information that can be appropriately
supplied will be very well received.
Citizenship is also often taught with
reference to local issues, so the
presentation of locally relevant materials -
eg setting up schools, the WEA movement,
the Trade Union movement, housing
development, industry, new roads,
environmental issues - can be of great 
use in developing students' local
knowledge and understanding. Teachers
can take elements from the resources of
the past to compare and contrast with
contemporary attitudes.
Much classroom activity centres on
discussion and debate. Web resources 
can make a strong contribution in
providing relevant information. This 
might be images, firsthand accounts of
events, newspaper coverage and so on. 
On the RSC's Shakespeare site, for
example, the section on Race provides
some ideas and contexts for exploring 
the attitudes implicit in Shakespeare's
texts as they reflect Tudor and Stuart
views. Teachers could use this as a 
starting-point for a discussion that
compares and contrasts today's 
attitudes to this issue. 
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therefore be tagged only to those 
subjects that they best support.
Cross-curricular skills
The QCA has defined a set of cross-
curricular skills which go beyond the
boundaries of everyday subject teaching:
Thinking Skills, Communication Skills and
so on. They are available in the meta-
tagging tool but need judicious use. 
We do not recommend that you use them
unless you have a strong understanding 
of how these skills are taught in the
classroom, and are sure that your
resources would add real value in 
this respect.
Supporting the main teaching objectives
Of course, in many teaching situations,
teachers mingle different subjects - most
history lessons that involve writing 
could be deemed to involve English, 
science lessons often involve maths skills
and so on. Nevertheless, teachers generally
have a single focus for their lesson
objective, which relates directly to a
particular subject or item from the 
National Curriculum. 
History lessons may involve the use of skills
in other subjects - ICT, English, Art, even
Maths - but from the teacher's point of
view, the prime purpose of the lesson is
History, and supporting that objective 
will be their main aim. Materials should
Key tips for preparing content
Get educational input at an early stage
Use educational consultants (e.g. your local LEA) or local teachers. Seek out their views,
suggestions and experiences
Make sure your content matches the National Curriculum
Think creatively about which subjects your content could support – look beyond the obvious
such as History, Geography or Art
Think of different teaching styles and learning abilities of pupils
Think of the age group you are writing for
How is the material going to be used – whole class? Individual?
What teacher support materials can you provide? 
Think “educational” when tagging, not “technical”
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6. Help is at hand
There's support and help out there for
suppliers at every stage of the process of
becoming involved with Curriculum Online,
from registration, to tagging and
submission of records, to maintenance 
and updates to catalogue records:
A companion guide to this publication,
Getting involved in Curriculum Online:
practical steps for cultural organisations, looks
at the administrative and practical issues of
becoming a Curriculum Online supplier,
including registration, contracts, funding,
partnerships and how to measure success.
Download your copy at
www.curriculumonline.gov.uk/culture
/Practical+guides.htm
Telephone 0845 602 2260
Fax 0845 603 3360
Minicom 0845 605 5560
Please quote ref. D28/0704
Curriculum Online 
Substantial help, including guidance
documents and FAQs, is available 
on the Curriculum Online website at
www.curriculumonline.gov.uk/culture
Telephone and email help desk
You can contact the Curriculum Online 
team online or by phone: 
• Fill out an enquiry form at: 
www.curriculumonline.gov.uk/
ContactUs/QueryForm.htm
• Email help@curriculumonline.gov.uk
• Call the DfES Public Enquiry Unit on 
0870 000 2288 
(telephone lines are open 
09:00 to 17:00 Monday to Friday, 
excluding Bank Holidays).
Content Advisory Board
The Content Advisory Board (CAB) is
operated by Becta (the British 
Educational Communications and
Technology Agency). Its main role is to
ensure that Curriculum Online continues to
offer a consistent, coherent and
comprehensive range of resources for
teachers and pupils. It will be carrying out a
biannual review of the current content
offered to schools through a variety of
public and private sector initiatives,
including Curriculum Online. If you are
planning to invest significant time and
money in creating or repurposing content,
we recommend that you check the latest
information from CAB before finalising your
plans. Find further information about the 
work of CAB at:
www.becta.org.uk/corporate/display.
cfm?section=15&id=3249
MLA
MLA, the Museums, Libraries and 
Archives Council, provides strategic
leadership to enhance the potential of 
the culture sector as agents of lifelong
learning by promoting innovation and
change. More information is available 
at www.mla.gov.uk
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MLA's Regional Agencies
MLA have established an Agency in 
each region to offer support and advice 
to museums, libraries and archives:
North East
www.nemlac.co.uk 
North West
www.nwmlac.org.uk 
Yorkshire
www.ymlac.org.uk 
East Midlands
www.emmlac.org.uk 
West Midlands
www.mlawestmidlands.org.uk 
East of England
www.eemlac.org.uk/ 
South East
www.semlac.org.uk
London
www.almlondon.org.uk  
South West
www.swmlac.org.uk  
Regional Hubs
As a part of an MLA-led framework
programme entitled Renaissance in the
Regions, leading museums have been
designated as ‘Regional Hubs’ in each 
of the nine English regions.
The regional hub in your area may be 
able to provide advice on creation of 
online educational content. Find out more
at www.mla.gov.uk/action/regional/00
renaiss.asp
Where to find out more about
the curriculum
More information about the National
Curriculum can be found at the National
Curriculum website www.nc.uk.net 
Subject associations
The subject associations provide 
professional guidance and advice on
teaching within a variety of subjects and
disciplines. They may be able to 
provide advice on the creation of 
good schools materials. A full list of 
subject associations and related
organisations can be found at:
www.teachernet.gov.uk/teachingand
learning/professionalassociations/
associations/
Inspiring Learning for All
Inspiring Learning for All is a vision for
accessible learning in museums, libraries 
and archives. It is founded on four 
broad and overlapping principles, which
together describe the characteristics of an
accessibleand inclusive museum, library or
archive. These principles focus on People,
Places, Partnerships and Policies, Plans 
and Performance. 
Inspiring Learning for All can be used for
planning educational activities, whether on
- or offline.
www.inspiringlearningforall.gov.uk
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ICT video case studies
Get an insight into how ICT and multimedia
are making a real difference in real
classrooms with these fascinating video 
case studies. In these inspiring and thought-
provoking multimedia presentations,
teachers share their experiences of using 
ICT in a range of subjects at Key Stage 3
(ages 11-14). There are also case studies of
literacy and numeracy resources for Key
Stage 1 (ages 5 - 7).
www.curriculumonline.gov.uk/CaseStudies
/casestudygeneric.htm
Accessibility
The Using Technology Guide shows how 
to use technology as a powerful tool for
access, including the creation of an
accessible website.
www.mla.gov.uk/documents/dis_guide07.pdf
Writing for the Web
Writing specifically for the web is a 
new and emerging skill, for which few 
guidelines currently exist. This information
paper introduces some best practice, 
based upon writing 'universal text' for
exhibitions, accessibility guidelines and 
web usability studies. 
www.ukoln.ac.uk/nof/support/help/
papers/writing-web/
Paving the way to Excellence in e-Learning
Produced by Becta, these guidelines cover
pedagogy, accessibility (both design and
technical requirements), technical standards
and quality assurance. Although focusing 
on the post-16 sector, the guidelines are
more widely applicable.
www.nln.ac.uk/materials/tutors/paving_
the_way.asp
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